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The goal of our research work aims at improving the robustness of speech recognition sys-

tems in typical application scenarios under bad acoustic conditions. Besides the presence

of background noise we focus on the hands-free speech input in reverberant environments.

Therefore, we measured several room impulse responses (RIR) in different rooms and cars.

The room impulse responses were taken to simulate the transmission from the speakers

mouth to the recording microphone. To simulate a hands-free speech input in a noisy

room we have developed a software tool. Details of this tool can be found in (HF05). For

the measuring of the room impulse response in different scenarios, we could use the set-up

that has been developed within the SpeeCon project (Lin02).

The calculated RIRs are packed together in a zip-file that is stored at http://dnt.kr.hsnr.de

(Section
”
Download“) for free usage. In the following text, we want to give a short survey

about the RIRs in the package.

Set-up

In figure 1 the used hardware set-up is displayed. A pink noise and a maximum length

sequence (MLS) are played back from a CD player via a loudspeaker. The noise signals

are recorded with two microphones and stored on a PC. The first microphone M1 is placed

near the loudspeaker and the second microphone M2 is placed at the desired position in

the room where the RIR should be measured.
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Figure 1: Hardware set-up

The recorded noise signals are used for two different approaches to alternatively calculate

the RIR. The first approach uses the pink noise, the second one the MLS. The RIRs are

calculated by estimating the cross- and auto correlation functions of the recorded signals.

Further informations are given in (Lin02, HKL10).

RIR- Information

The package contains 20 different RIRs which were measured in two different rooms and

two cars. All RIRs are stored in the file
”
NRU RIR package.zip“ and organised in four

subfolders. In figure 2 the structure of the
”
NRU RIR package.zip“- file is displayed:

Figure 2: Structure
”
NRU RIR package.zip“
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Every RIR in the package is calculated from the MLS, has a sampling rate of 16 kHz, a

length of N=8192 sampling values (duration of 0.51s) and is stored as a digital signal with

a quantisation of 32 bits in
”
wav“- format. Furthermore, all RIRs have been normalised

to the sum of squares = 1 in the following way:

hRIRnorm
(n) =

hRIR(n)
√

∑

N−1

n=0
h2

RIR
(n)

A drawing of the basic measuring setup is given in figure 3:

Figure 3: drawing “setup“

The focus of our work is on the communication of a speaker with a speech recognition

system in hands-free mode. Therefore, we set-up the measurement equipment for the

situations where a person is sitting in front of a table or a desk (as displayed on the right

side in figure 3) or as a driver in a car and is using a hands-free application. In figure 3

on the left side, the basic measuring setup is displayed in top view. The yellow square

is a symbol for the chair and the green rectangle for a table or a desk. The red dot

defines the firm position of the near microphone and the loudspeaker. Compared to the

right side of figure 3, the near microphone is arranged on the same place as the human

head. Therefore, we attached the loudspeaker with the near microphone on a box and

placed it on a chair at a height that is comparable to the position of the mouth from a

medium-sized person.

The blue dot defines the variable position of the far microphone as described in figure 1.

This position is, compared to the right side of figure 3, the same position as the position

of the microphone from the hands-free device. The orange pointer shows the propagation

direction of the pink noise and the MLS.

The details of the rooms and cars we used for the measurement are explained in the

following subsections.
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Office room

The office room has a volume of 70.00 m
3, a length of 6.10 m, a width of 4.30 m and a

height of 3.20 m with a reverberation time (T60) of about 0.7 s. In figure 4 the drawing of

the office room is shown. To get a better understanding of the arrangement of furniture in

the room, the whole furniture is classified in four different groups and displayed in different

colours. Chairs are coloured yellow, tables and desks green, wall closets are coloured blue

and sideboards etc. brown.

Figure 4: drawing “office“

As mentioned before, the red dot defines the firm position of the near microphone and

the loudspeaker and the blue dot defines the variable position of the far microphone.

We varied the position of the far microphone at a distance from 0.15 m to 2.80 m in a

straight line (the black dotted line in figure 4) between the two microphones. In table 1

all measured RIRs with the corresponding distances are listed:
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file name distance / m

imp res office 015 norm.wav 0.15
imp res office 020 norm.wav 0.20
imp res office 025 norm.wav 0.25
imp res office 030 norm.wav 0.30
imp res office 050 norm.wav 0.50
imp res office 070 norm.wav 0.70
imp res office 175 norm.wav 1.75
imp res office 280 norm.wav 2.80

Table 1: RIRs “office“

To have some additional information we attached two pictures of the office room which

are displayed in figures 5 and 6

Figure 5: picture 1 “emitting“ view of the loudspeaker
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Figure 6: picture 2 ”office“

The first picture is taken from the point of view of the
”
speaker“ (near microphone /

loudspeaker), the second one shows the whole room to give a better outline.

Conference room

The conference room has a volume of 98.5 m
3, a length of 6.55 m, a width of 4.75xx m

and a height of 3.20 m with T60 ≈ 0.7 s. In figure 7 the drawing of the conference room is

displayed. The whole furniture in the room is classified in different groups and displayed

in different colours in the same manner as before.
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Figure 7: drawing “conference room“

As already mentioned, the red dot defines the firm position of the near microphone and

the blue dot defines the variable position of the far microphone. In this room, we varied

the position of the far microphone from a distance from 0.15 m to 3.00 m in a straight

line (the black dotted line in figure 7) between the two microphones. The orange pointer

shows the propagation direction of the pink noise and the MLS. In table 2 all measured

RIRs with the corresponding distances are listed:
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file name distance / m

imp res con room 015 norm.wav 0.15
imp res con room 020 norm.wav 0.20
imp res con room 025 norm.wav 0.25
imp res con room 030 norm.wav 0.30
imp res con room 050 norm.wav 0.50
imp res con room 070 norm.wav 0.70
imp res con room 250 norm.wav 2.50
imp res con room 300 norm.wav 3.00

Table 2: RIRs
”
conference room“

Additionally, in figures 8 and 9 two pictures of the conference room are displayed to give

another view:

Figure 8: picture 1 “emitting“ view of the loudspeaker
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Figure 9: picture 2 “conference room“

As already mentioned in the
”
office room“ section, the first picture is taken from the point

of view of the
”
speaker“ (near microphone / loudspeaker), the second one shows the whole

room to give a outline of the room.

VW Touran

The VW Touran is a compact minivan for five to seven persons (length*height*width =

4.40m* 1.87m* 1.80m, T60 ≈ 0.08s). In figure 10 a drawing of the VW Touran is displayed

in top view. We measured two different RIRs. As before, the red dot defines the firm

position of the near microphone and the loudspeaker, the blue dot defines the firm position

of the far microphone.

The first RIR describes the distance between the head position of the car driver (near

microphone) and a position near the rear view mirror (far microphone), the second one

describes the distance between the speakers head position on the left backseat (near

microphone) and a position near the rear view mirror (far microphone).
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Figure 10: drawing “VW Touran“

In table 3 the file names of the two RIRs are explained to identify them in the package:

file name direction

imp res vw touran fs mi norm.wav driver front seat (fs) to mirror (mi)
imp res vw touran bs mi norm.wav left backseat (bs) to mirror (mi)

Table 3: RIRs “VW Touran“

Opel Corsa

The Opel Corsa is a compact car for five persons (length*height*width = 4.00m*1.50m*1.70m,

T60 ≈ 0.07s). In figure 11 a drawing of the Opel Corsa is displayed in side view. As before,

we measured two different RIRs where the red dot defines the firm position of the near

microphone and the blue dot defines the firm position of the far microphone.

Like the RIRs from the VW Touran, the first RIR describes the distance between the head

position of the car driver (near microphone) and a position near the rear view mirror (far

microphone), the second one describes the distance between the speakers head position

on the left backseat (near microphone) and a position near the rear view mirror (far

microphone).
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Figure 11: drawing “Opel Corsa“

In table 4 the file names of the two RIRs are explained to identify them in the package:

file name direction

imp res opel corsa fs mi norm.wav driver front seat (fs) to mirror (mi)
imp res opel corsa bs mi norm.wav left backseat (bs) to mirror (mi)

Table 4: RIRs “Opel Corsa“
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